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LEARNING ABOUT NEW
CULTURES AND PRACTISING

Learning is the most important thing in human life. We learn
every day and develop. In life, we teach new things to our partners,
families, friends and students. Here it's the critical thing "the way".
It's important to know the methods and respect the differences.
Our children are on the way of creating new ways and new
methods. We are just guides to them. Even sometimes we learn
new things from them. What do you think about learnig new
cultures, new methods and new ways altogether ?

AIMS
The main aim of this project is to find opportunity to learn
about different cultures and lifestyles, finding out differences and
learn how to be respectful to each other and individual
differences. Second aim is practising with foreign people with a
foreign language. Another one is communicating young and same
aged pupils through twinspace. This project will be the first step
for the other (more complicated) ones. I hope this one will be
helpfull to feel themselves encouraged to achieve more.
Ps:1) Our mail goals will be added to twinspace as titles and a
calendar will be created. So every collegue will be informed all
sections in detail.
2) We want to transform it to an Erasmus+ project. (KA1 or KA2)
WORK PROCESS
The are a lot of activities in this project. First we will start with
a introduction step. Our partner schools and we will introduce each
other to another with photographs. We can use professional photos
indeed. We will make a "Welcome to Our School" corner on the most
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in sight of our school building. We donate this corner with boards,
colorful cardboards, pictures and photos (especially giving
information about our new members) Because everyone has to
know about this project. This is the one of our most important
aims. Then we will organize a conference at our school, a kind of
briefing. We can add short videos about it. Then will demand
mutual topics to discuss for every months and talk on it by the
ways that is served us through twinspace. Even we can organize
pen friends groups among our students . You can offer or demand
any topics to discuss. Our ones are: Turkey's culture, Feelings
about meetings with new freinds. Food culture, Ethics, Education
System
EXPECTED RESULTS
Expected results are: leading more conversations, more
projecets and more developings, causing more self reliant pupils,
learning being respectful to another culture, another religion and
another lifestyle.

Languages
English, Türkçe
Age range
15
Subjects
Art, Citizenship, Cross Curricular, Environmental Education,
Ethics, European Studies, Foreign Languages, Geography, History,
History of Culture, Informatics / ICT, Language and Literature,
Media Education, Music, Politics, Religion, Social Studies/
Sociology, Special Needs Education, Technology.

